Introduction to the Dione Ecosystem
Let’s start from the beginning…
We start with one of the most influential archaeological finds in
history, called the Nebra Sky. The Nebra Sky disc headlines a primeval
representation of astronomical wonder, and is “one of the most
significant archaeological discoveries ever.” The Nebra Sky has 5
components:
•

Moon;

•

Sun;

•

Stars;

•

Horizon Band;

•

Solar Boat.

The Nebra Sky is not only a symbol marking the beginning of, in world
history context, The Bronze Age, but it also is a symbol of major
influence. Influence endorsing the abilities and knowledge of the
people, whom happen to be our ancestors, dating back thousands of
years. Influence proving confidence in the origin of the human brain
and its ability to make decisions based on close astronomical
observation. Taking into account angles, patterns and tendencies of the
Sun, our ancestors were able to analyze and execute important
decisions to further evolve and better the human race. And lastly, it
provided inspiration to some of the greatest, and earliest,
Decentralized cryptocurrency Ecosystems, designs, and yes, logos.
Staying on the topic of astrology, a past impact to the Dione moon
caused a mysterious, but clean, 180° turn. The turn strengthened the
moon, and gave it a different perspective of the Universe surrounding
it. Dione Protocol symbolizes this 180 degree notion, and has a mind of
its own.
I am not going to fill this Medium with empty promises. I am not going
to fill this Protocol with abandoned commitment. To promise a
delivery and to miss that delivery’s deadline is to mislead, to
manipulate, and to fail, whether it is in my, or “our,” control or not.
The universe has put us all here, in this point of time, like stars, we’re
the Diamonds in the Sky. We are a mind of our own now. Today,
Diamonds in the Sky, inspired by the Nebra Sky, I introduce you to The
Dione Ecosystem.

1.

Dione Wallet

We begin with the Dione Wallet. Fundamentals are absolutely key as a
Protocol and as a whole.
Safety and security in DeFi is something that I am, beyond words, allfor. As I have stated, it is key that we now, as early investors in DeFi,
work towards a safer future, in conjunction with ease and a low barrier
to entry, for newcomers of DeFi.

It is no secret that DeFi poses a major safety/security risk to, really, all
investors.
With cross-chain capability;

Dione Wallet: focused on safety, security, and the host of the
Dione Blockchain to come.
Date Announced: August 20

2.

Dione Swap

Have you ever tried to explain to a friend/family member/colleague
how you buy and sell DeFi cryptocurrencies with the immediate
reaction of a blank state?
The Dione Swap will be developed with full intentions of solving the
complexity of purchase to the general population. As cryptocurrency,
and more specifically, DeFi, gain mainstream momentum and spread
to the masses, it is ever so important to be the leaders of true education
and simplicity.
Dione Swap will be a cross-chain capable swap and Bridge service.

Most importantly, Dione Swap will be the place to go once smart
contracts are implemented to the Dione Blockchain, further down
the line.
Date Announced: August 20

3.

Dione Blockchain

You read that right. Dione is developing its very own blockchain.
Dione Blockchain is a decentralized protocol that empowers safe,
secure and energy efficient transactions. It is to be built upon the
fundamentals of blockchain technology and will be heavily focused on
the transmission and security of all data.

Dione Blockchain — a Protocol focused on safety and security,
assisted by Renewable Energy.
Date Announced: August 20

4.

Nebra

Nebra is power; the generator of the ecosystem. Nebra is Dione, tied
together. My idea of assisting the operational energy consumption of a
safer decentralized ecosystem with renewable energy will come to life.

It is Dione’s renewable energy innovation that I am thrilled to
present to you, first hand, tomorrow!
Date Announced: August 20

5.

Diamonds in the Sky

Surrounding the ecosystem stands the true stars. Our Diamonds in the
Sky. These Diamonds are not just any ordinary Diamonds, but
Diamonds that were attracted together by the force of energy. Each
member of these Diamonds are here today, to be a part of a long and
glorious journey together. A journey, much like the experience of the
people of The Early Bronze Age, that takes on the mission of finding
the real beauty of the Universe.
Date Formulated: August 14

In Closing
More specific articles will come, with dates in which will be outlined in
the August 20th post regarding the “Roadmap.” There are also a few
surprises, you may or may not be expecting. Articles to be presented to
you that are not mentioned here.
I have officially introduced you to The Dione Ecosystem, (or perhaps …
only part of), and am proud to let you know that development is in
progress. Combining each component, complementing each other and

working in correlation, represents power. I present to you, Dione, the
true moon.
A new journey with exciting opportunities.
The vision that was once blurry is now more defined.

- The CEO of Dione Protocol.

